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INTRODUCTION 

High-volume multielement neutron activation analysis (NAA) of various 
types of samples is carried out at the Sector of Neutron Activation Analysis 
and Applied Research at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics of the Joint 
Institute for Nuclear Research within the framework of a number of international 
projects [ 1 ]. One of the most important stages of the analysis is the preparation of 
samples for irradiation. This stage includes weighing of samples. At this stage, 
the weight of samples is fixed with accuracy up to four digits after the decimal 
point. 

The task of the analytical balance readouts reading automation is not new. 
There are a considerable number of software examples, primarily commercial 
[2-4], created to solve this task. However, the weighing of samples at FLNP 
JINR has a number of peculiar features. First of all, a mass character of weighing 
of samples in the conditiotil of information exchange with the NAA database [5]; 
secondly, the necessity of weighing two subsamples for each sample. An im
portant feature is also the necessity of maximal automation of the work to avoid 
operator errors in the process of high-volume weighing of samples. Therefore, it 
was decided to create a software tool adapted to specific experimental conditions 
of NAA at FLNP JINR to optimize the registration of sample weights. 

The "Weight" software tool was created to solve these tasks. This tool 
uses the analytical balance connected to the personal computer with the RS-
232 interface. The NAA database provides storing and subsequent usage of the 
obtained data. 

AUTOMATION OF REGISTRATION OF SAMPLE WEIGHTS 

The window of the "Weight" software tool is shown in the Figure. 
To create the program, the Visual Basic environment was applied. The 

OHAUS Explorer E10640 analytical balance is used for weighing of samples. 
The program prompts to select the interface language after starting. Two 

h,nguages are available - Russian and English. Then the program configures 
and opens the COM-port used to connect the analytical balance. 
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Interface of the "Weight" software tool 

The program considers all the essential features of NAA at FLNP JINR: there 
are groups of elements: "samples", "standards", and "monitors" in the program's 
window, The program reads lists of sample sets, standard sets, and monitor sets 
automatically from the NAA database and records these lists in the corresponding 
tables, 

Then the experimenter should select one of three options in the "type of 
measurements" group of elements: "samples", "standards", or "monitors", A 
group of elements corresponding to the selected option becomes available after 
this selection, The rest of groups are unavailable, A group of elements called 
"samples" is available as most requested by default. 

Next, the experimenter selects the type of analyzed samples: "SLI and LLI" 
(samples for measurement of short-lived and long-lived isotopes), "SLI" only, or 
"LLI" only, 

For the experimenter only the row selection in the table with the list of sample 
sets is available. After the selection of the required set is done, the program reads 
the data abQttfthe samples from the selected set of the NAA database and fills in 
the corresponding table for weights, 
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The experimenter can select only individual cells in the table for weight. 
One needs to select the cell corresponding to the measured sample, place the 
sample in the analytical balance, wait for stable readouts in the scale, and click 
the "count and write into the table the weight of the sample" button. As a result 
of the button clicking, the weight value is read by the program and written into 
the selected cell. 

The created software offers a wide range of possibilities for automation of 
the weighing process, In addition to automation of information exchange with the 
NAA database, the program allows the automation of the next cell selection after 
the weight value entering into the current one, The type of samples determines 
the selection of the next cell. It may be the cell in the current row in the column 
of LLI samples, if the measurement type is "SLI and LLI" and the current cell 
is in the SLI samples column, Otherwise, if the selected type of measurement is 
either "SLI" only or "LU" only, it will be the cell in the next row of the selected 
column, 

Another possibility of the program is the introduction of the restrictions to 
prevent erroneous selection of a cell: the program allows one to select a cell in 
columns for storage of weight values only. In addition, the program monitors 
the type of measurement and, for example, does not allow selecting a cell in 
the column corresponding to SLI samples, if LLI sample measurements were 

1ected. An attempt to do this operation will automatically lead to selection of 
the cell from the LLI column, located in the required row. When the last cell 
in the last row is reached, the experimenter will be warned about the end of the 
measurement. 

A distinctive feature of NAA at JINR is the adherence to the QA/QC proce
dures. The QA/QC procedures require saving information in different independent 
locations. In our case, in addition to the NAA database, this is the so-called "file 
of weights". After the first sample of the current sample set has been weighed, 
the program requires the experimenter to specify the name and the location of this 
file. The results of further work are automatically saved in the selected file, In 
addition, when the program's window closes, the experimenter sees the reminding 
about the necessity of the results saving in the NAA database. 

The system of commands to manage the analytical balance with the help of 
the personal computer is provided, The "Weight" software tool uses the "P" 
command - print displayed weight according to "Stable only" setting - to read 
the weight value. 

The program closes the COM-port at the end of the work, 

There are also some peculiarities during the work with the sets of monitors 
and standards. In this case, the experimenter can add rows manually, using the 
"add row" button, The maximum number of samples in any set is 99, If an extra 
row is added, the experimenter sees the appropriate message, 
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The program automatically generates the necessary SQL queries to work with 
the NAA database, initiates their execution, as well as organizes the reception and 
the processing of the feedback. 

The measured weight values are used by the automation system for measure
ment of spectra of induced activity [6]. During the spectra measurements the 
weight values are automatically read from the NAA database and written to the 
spectra files. The processing of measured spectra is impossible without perform
ing this step. The final stage of the analysis - the calculation of concentrations of 
elements in the samples - is performed using the "Concentration" program [7]. 

Acknowledgements. The authors acknowledge IAEA CRP1888 "Develop
ment of an Integrated Approach to Routine Automation of Neutron Activation 
Analysis" [8]. 
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,llMHTpHeB A. IO., ,llMHTpHeB <I>. A. .Ill 0-2015-56 
ABTOMannaum1 perttCTpaUHH Beca o6pa3UOB .UJUI MaCCOBOro 
tteihpottttoro aKTHBaUHOttttoro attaJIH3a tta peaKTope 11EP-2 JIH<t> 0115111 

B JIH<t> 0115111 C03)latto nporpaMMttoe cpeJJCTBO «Bee» .u.ru1 aBTOMaTH3aUHH C'IH
ThJBattH51 TIOKa3aHHH attaJIHTH'leCKHX BeCOB H coxpatteHH51 C'IHTaHHhIX 3Ha'leHHH B 
6a3e )latttthIX HAA. ,ll.rrn H3MepettH51 3tta'lettHH Beca HCTIOJih3YIOTC51 attaJIHTH'leCKHe 
BeCbl, TIO)lKJIIO'leHHhie K nepcottaJihHOMY KOMTihIOTepy. IlporpaMMHOe cpe)lCTBO «Bee» 
ynpaBJI51eT C'lHTbJBattHeM 3Ha'leHH51 Beca H o6MeHOM HttrpopMauHeH C 6a30H )laHHbIX 
HAA. IlpH 3TOM o6ecne'letta tta)le)KttOCTh B3BeumBattH51 6onhrnHx 061,eMOB o6pa3UOB 
B npouecce MaCCOBOro ttettTpOHHOro aKTHBaUHOHHOro attaJIH3a. 

Pa6orn BhITIOJIHetta B Jla6opaTOpHH ttettTpOHHOH q:JH3HKH HM. 11. M. <I>pattKa 
0115111. 
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Automation of Registration of Sample Weights for High-Volume 
Neutron Activation Analysis at the IBR-2 Reactor of FLNP, JINR 

The "Weight" software tool was created at FLNP JINR to automate the reading 
of analytical balance readouts and saving these values in the NAA database. The 
analytical balance connected to the personal computer is used to measure weight 
values. The "Weight" software tool controls the reading of weight values and 
the exchange of information with the NAA database. The weighing process of a 
large amount of samples is reliably provided during high-volume neutron activation 
analysis. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physics, 
JINR. 
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